Formation of Gas-Emission Craters in Northern West Siberia: Shallow Controls
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Abstract: Gas-emission craters discovered in northern West Siberia may arise under a specific combination of shallow and deep-seated permafrost conditions. A formation model for such craters is suggested based on cryological and geological data from the Yamal Peninsula, where shallow permafrost encloses thick ground ice and lenses of intra- and subpermafrost saline cold water (cryopegs). Additionally, the permafrost in the area is highly saturated with gas and stores large accumulations of hydrocarbons that release gas-water fluids rising to the surface through faulted and fractured crusts. Gas emission craters in the Arctic can form in the presence of gas-filled cavities in ground ice caused by climate warming, rich sources of gas that can migrate and accumulate under pressure in the cavities, intrapermafrost gas-water fluids that circulate more rapidly in degrading permafrost, or weak permafrost caps over gas pools.
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1. Introduction

The effects of global warming observed worldwide in recent decades are especially evident in the Arctic, including the vast territories of northern Russia. The changes in air and permafrost temperature patterns lead to progressive permafrost degradation and active layer thickening [1–5]. The degrading permafrost loses its bearing capacity as a foundation for buildings and facilities, which creates risks to the Arctic infrastructure [6–13]. Furthermore, permafrost affected by warming can promote the emission of the main greenhouse gases (methane and carbon dioxide). Greenhouse gases can be released in multiple ways, as summarized and mapped in a number of recent publications [13,14]: from emission from the surfaces of the active layer and lakes to gas flow during drilling to different depths in permafrost.

Gas emission from shallow Arctic permafrost can be explosive and produce deep craters reaching tens of meters in diameter and depth (Figure 1). The first large crater to be discovered, ~40 m in diameter and 50 m deep, was located in the Yamal Peninsula (northern West Siberia) in the summer of 2014 (Figure 2, C1). It was spotted by accident from helicopter, 30 km south of the Bovanenkovo gas-condensate field, which had commenced operations shortly before (in 2012). That discovery was followed by many others, amounting to around 20 to date, which have been documented in more or less detail [14–26] (Figure 2).
Figure 1. Crater in the Yamal Peninsula found in 2020 (C17). Views from: (a) helicopter and (b) ground surface. Photograph by E. Chuvilin.

Figure 2. Location of some gas emission craters on the Yamal Peninsula.
It is unlikely that the progressively more numerous cases of explosive gas emission from shallow permafrost, with formation of huge craters, would be due uniquely to the recent active development of the northern territories, without the impact of a warming climate and permafrost degradation. The available monitoring data reveal a large potential of degassing hazard that poses problems for human activity in the permafrost regions. Two new craters (Figure 2, C2, C9) were found quite recently: one 3 km away from the Bovanenkovo-Ukhta major pipeline in pressurized conditions, and another near the Obskaya-Bovanenkovo railway. The risks to petroleum infrastructure are aggravated by spontaneous ignition and explosion of gas and may lead to the formation of craters. As shown by the available data [14,23–25,27,28], an explosive gas emission is commonly preceded by growth of pingo-like mounds (locally called bulgunnyaks). However, unlike the classical frost heave, their growth is instead driven by pressure buildup at local accumulations of gas confined in taliks and cavities in shallow permafrost. The pressure of gas (or gas + liquid) in a closed intrapermafrost cavity may exceed the critical value and overcome the resistance of the permafrost cap. As a result, the cap collapses by pneumatic or hydrofracture-like mechanisms and its ejected fragments fall down around the crater making up a parapet-like ridge or become dispersed over distances of 300 m or more [29] (Figure 3).

This basic crater formation model has been generally accepted by most geoscientists, but some issues remain poorly understood: e.g., the origin and dimensions of large gas-filled cavities in permafrost, the composition and nature of gas, and the magnitude of the gas pressure required to break through the frozen cap, etc.

**Figure 3.** View around the crater (C17): (a) eastern and (b) western slopes of destroyed mound with ejected fragments. Photographs by E. Chuvilin.

The causes and mechanisms of explosive gas emissions have been explained in different models, but none of them can account for all known cases. All events of this kind produce the same visible result—a crater—but the causes of gas accumulation in permafrost and the conditions in which the process develops may differ considerably depending on local geomorphology and permafrost properties. Therefore, it will be hard to propose a reasonable method for detection and mapping of potentially pressurized gas-saturated bodies in shallow permafrost prone to explosion and cave-in in the near future. In this respect, data from new craters [29] have important implications for hazard prediction. This study focuses on near-surface factors in permafrost, that appear to be overlooked in the available publications on gas-emission craters but may be relevant to the processes discussed [30].
2. Permafrost Properties in the Area of Gas-Emission Craters

The permafrost of northern West Siberia, where gas-emission craters were found in the Yamal and Gydan Peninsulas [13,26], is composed of silty and clayey marine sediments deposited at high rates in the Pleistocene [31–35]. The sediments are rich in pore ice and enclose lenses of massive ground ice [36] as large as hundreds of meters long, which are, however, not always expressed in the surface topography. Most of the ground ice is restricted to the upper 50 m of permafrost although some lenses occur at 100 m or deeper [37]. Ground ice is most often sandwiched between clayey rocks above and sandy sediments below. The clay permafrost has a reticulate cryostructure that typically forms by soft sediment freezing [9,35,38].

The ice has variable chemistry and salinity ranging vertically from 0.01 to 8.5 g/kg [39], even within a single lens. Pure ice is commonly fresher than the ice containing clay and sand inclusions, and ice-soil layers are the most saline, especially in the top parts of ice lenses, due to migration of ions from the overlying saline clay [40].

The possible formation mechanisms of massive ground ice in West Siberia have had various explanations e.g., [38,41–44]. The hypotheses for the origin of the same ice outcrop may be controversial because of complex structures, different amounts of available knowledge, and the lack of rigorous assessment criteria. The ice structure is often heterogeneous, with alternating sites and layers of pure ice and ice enriched with gas and organic-mineral compounds. Ice bodies may lie horizontally or dip slightly, almost without affecting the rocks above, but also may have appearances similar to laccoliths, stocks, or dome-shaped folds that deform the overlying permafrost [37,38,45].

Many models relate the origin of massive ice to cryodiapirism, that was active early during the freezing of poorly lithified marine sediments when the Arctic seas retreated and groundwaters intruded vertically into porous sediments. The ice formed as a result of free water within freezing sediments leading to cryogenic differentiation into mineral aggregates, segregated, and massive ice, during the early diagenetic stage. The formation of ice in the Pleistocene permafrost of West Siberia by the combined segregation-injection mechanism was confirmed by the chemical similarity of ice with pore waters [39,40]. Fossil segregated ice, which resulted from injection and freezing of water when the sediments became exposed during sea level regression, differs from its modern counterpart produced by the freezing of water-saturated taliks [46]. In particular, the fossil ice leaves no traces in the surface topography and its layers or lenses can lie concordantly with the host sediments and thus survive for many thousands of years [45]. The segregated ice of the Yamal Peninsula is coeval with the associated permafrost which began growing in the latest Kazantsevo-earliest Zyryanian stage (QIII1–2), when the geological and cryological conditions favorable for the formation and prolonged preservation of large ice masses existed for a long period over vast regions.

In contrast, the particular structures and heterogeneity of permafrost in northern West Siberia may result from the presence of lenses and layers of cold saline water (cryopegs). The continuous permafrost that formed after the Yamal transgression [32] is more than 300 m thick, −3 to −7 °C and colder, and consists of two hydrological units: (i) frozen ice-rich sediments above making a ~200 m thick cryogenic regional aqueclude, which has existed for tens of thousands of years and was as cold as −20 °C or colder in the upper part during the Pleistocene, and (ii) cold permeable rocks below. The Yamal groundwaters occur above, below, or inside the cryogenic aqueclude, and each category has its specific conditions of formation, accumulation, cryogenic transformation, chemistry, and salinity [39].

Cryopegs above the aqueclude may occur near the bottom of open taliks beneath lakes or rivers, that are no deeper than 30 m. Taliks in river valleys often consist of two hydraulically connected layers, given that alluvium lies over saline rocks: fresh and brackish waters with positive temperatures above and saline waters with negative temperatures below [33].
Intrapermafrost groundwaters may exist only as low-temperature cryopegs but are never fresh, because saline permafrost in Yamal, especially in the north, spreads to depths of 150–300 m, i.e., the rocks saturated with seawater have been subject to cryogenic transformation at quite low negative temperatures. Seawater hosted by −10 °C and colder rocks undergoes cryoconcentration to 150–180 g/kg, which produces typical Cl-Na brines, with ions of Ca, Mg, and bicarbonate, that can remain liquid even at quite low sediment temperatures. Intrapermafrost cryopegs are widespread in coastal lowlands (0.3–3.0 m asl) along the western and northern shores of the Yamal Peninsula, as well as on high marine terraces. The head in such cryopegs can reach a few meters high depending on the borehole depth [33,35,39,47]. Tests in boreholes that strip several permafrost aquifers often show different pressure and salinity values, which may indicate the absence of connectivity between them [9,35].

Subpermafrost groundwaters below the cryogenic aqueclude occur in lenses of wet sand, silt, and clayey silt. These pressurized highly saline waters of mainly Cl-Na-Ca chemistry have been found during deep exploratory drilling at almost all levels within depths from 130 to 300 m [39]. Generally, both intra- and subpermafrost waters are too saline and sparse to be used anyhow [9,35].

The content and composition of dissolved salts in cryopegs, as well as the relative percentages of phases, are variable and depend on the temperature of the sediments [35]. Pore water becomes ever more concentrated as ice crystallizes, but the salts (except for mirabilite) remain dissolved to −17 °C, and crystallize as NaCl, Mg, and Ca hydrates upon further cooling. The major-ion chemistry of the Yamal cryopegs corresponds to original temperatures of −4.8 to −25 °C, notably lower than their present temperatures [35]. The near-surface cryopegs, within the 15–20 m active layer, are affected by the present warming, whereas those below 25 m store a record of temperatures that maintained the cryometamorphism of seawater during the coldest Sartan stage of the Pleistocene (−25 to 10 kyr BP): −10 to −15 °C at a depth of 100 m [48]. The cryopegs must be widespread in the Yamal Peninsula, as they are quite often encountered during drilling, with 10% of cases in positive landforms and up to 20–30% in depressions [35].

Permafrost at depths of the 100–130 m depths is saturated with gas. Gas has been reported [35] to release together with water, especially from the 30 m to 12 m depth interval, in many wells that stripped cryopegs in the Salekhard Fm. Middle Pleistocene marine sediments commonly composed of organic-rich clayey silt with silty sand interbeds were deposited during the Yamal stage (mQ_I-I1-2). Gas shows at these depths are the most frequent in wells of all types within the Bovanenkovo field [9,49,50]; the maximum measured gas flow reaches 14,000 m³/day. Meanwhile, the gas emission events are less frequent, with a flow rate no more than 100 m³/day, from the overlying Kazantsevo Fm. silt (mQ_II1), and are almost absent from the more clayey deeper sediments below 130 m [9,49,50]. The released gas is of biochemical origin consisting of 99% methane, with minor percentages of nitrogen, carbon dioxide, hydrogen, and some other gases.

Gas emission is quite voluminous also within the 60–80 m depth interval, where ordinary gas accumulations may coexist with gas hydrates. Although being above the zone of gas hydrate stability, the sediments of this interval may contain relict metastable gas hydrates, which survive due to self-preservation [51–55] at negative temperatures after the stability limits shifted under geologically- and climatically-induced changes of pressure and temperature. The metastability zone encompasses the whole permafrost interval where the temperature does not exceed the thaw point of the ground. Correspondingly, taliks and cryopegs in this zone may trigger local thawing and dissociation of metastable gas hydrates at minor global-scale permafrost warming as the climate changes. The large volumes of rising free gas liberated by the dissociation of hydrates may be released explosively from the permafrost [9,50].
The explosive gas emission from permafrost leading to the formation of large craters is often assumed to be preceded by heaving above the gas pool. However, heaves in the Yamal tundra may have other causes and grow by mechanisms not related directly to the presence of gas [56]. At least 7000 heave features have been detected in satellite images of the Yamal territory [21], many times more than the few hundred sites mapped by land surveys since the 1960s [56]. The origin of frost heaves may be associated with the formation of intrusive or segregated ice, or both. Heaves associated with back-freezing sublake taliks arise when intrusive ice forms at very low temperatures, typical of Yamal, or during mixed intrusive-segregated ice formation in warmer periods [42]. Large perennial intrusive ice features widespread in northern West Siberia result from the outpouring of subpermafrost water or by the freezing of closed sublake taliks. The same mechanisms may work for thick massive ground ice. Multiple ice intrusion events associated with cyclic freezing of the host sediments produce layered ice bodies, while dome-shaped features mark the pathways of injecting water [57]. Intrusive ice can contribute to a sort of mud volcanism in permafrost [58], or cryovolcanism [23]: as the water influx transcends a heaving area, a pingo transforms into a “hydrovolcano”, with the formation of aufeis, or into a “mud volcano” ejecting water or wet mud through the fractured cap. The collapse of the cap over pressurized gas may be accompanied by water gushing meters high or the eruption of liquefied mud, or sometimes by explosions and dispersal of cap fragments. Such cryovolcanism, as a form of geological activity, is also known to occur on ice planets and planetoids [59,60]. Freezing water can heal the fractures afterwards, but cap failure and eruptions repeat if the water pressure persists. The process stops when the pressure decreases or when the cap strengthens through freezing. In the latter case, water may find other pathways and produce heave groups. The most widespread are large perennial intrusive ice features associated with back-freezing of sublake taliks.

Both fossil and modern intrusive ice varieties share a number of key features known since the 1950s [61]: clustering gas bubbles, mineral components appearing as small turbid jets of flaky fine-grained material or sand particles and pieces of clay floating in ice, and ice crystals of quite large sizes with chaotically oriented c-axes. The structure and geological position of intrusive ice bodies in the Yamal Peninsula [37,38,45] indicate their origin either by single voluminous injections of relatively clear water or by repeated injections of small volumes of water with different amounts of solid particles, up to a liquefied sediment flow. The water-soil mixture freezes to become dirty ice or rock with very high ice contents. Similar features of intrapermafrost ice bodies were reported from crater sites, where it was possible to document [29] or sample [26] the ice exposed in the crater walls.

Examination of a new gas-emission crater south of the Bovanenkovo field in the central Yamal Peninsula, a month after its discovery in July 2020 [29], revealed a huge ice body, with nearly vertical ice lenses (a typical reticulate cryostructure), beneath clayey permafrost (Figure 4a–c).

At the time of the observations, the crater reached a diameter of ~25 m in the upper part and varied in depth from 29 to 33 m (shallowest in the center). The interface between frozen mud and massive ice was about 11 m below the ground surface. Therefore, the ice thickness was at least 20 m to the crater bottom, as is common to the bodies of massive ice in Yamal. Ice was mainly grey or locally brownish to milky-white. It has a banded appearance due to inclusions and plastic deformation. The bands were slightly domed in the upper part of the ice body, as a result of its natural growth, as well as by further transformation under gas pressure (Figure 4a). The ice surface had a molten appearance (Figure 4c), with oval pits most likely produced by the heterogeneous structure of ice and its uneven melting during the formation of the gas-filled cavity.
Figure 4. Gas-emission crater (C17): general view and wall fragments. Photographs by: (a) B. Bukhanov and (b,c) E. Chuvilin.

More evidence of the structure and composition of shallow ground ice was obtained through examination and sampling of a crater discovered in the Erkuta River valley (Figure 2, C12) in the southern Yamal [26]. The stripped thickness of the crater was about 4 m, while its bottom was hidden under water that had filled the crater by the time of observations and was covered with ice. The ice was transparent and almost free from inclusions or locally enclosed flakes and 1–2 cm thick layers of fine soil (Figure 5). The clear massive ice was topped by a dirty grey ice layer, a few centimeters thick, with abundant soil inclusions. The size of the ice crystals varied from few mm near the contact to 7 cm in the samples of relatively clear ice [26]. The ice contained mm-scale gas bubbles of intricate shapes, especially abundant in the samples from the soil-rich top layer.
Most of the known gas emission craters in the shallow permafrost of northern West Siberia, as well as the exposed thick massive ice, may be related to neotectonic structures. As observed previously [31], permafrost above anticlinal uplifts is thinner due to deep heat flux, while the mean annual temperatures, thicknesses, and ice contents of the permafrost correlate with the pattern of neotectonic motions. Furthermore, heaves and gas emission craters show a probabilistic relationship with the distribution of large neotectonic features. Gas from reservoirs located above neotectonic uplifts and troughs may rise into the overlying sediments [36]. Gas reservoirs under thick Upper Cretaceous mudrocks possibly formed as methane from the mantle and Permian-Triassic coal-bearing sediments migrated over millions of years through faulted crust and accumulated in Cenomanian anticlinal folds. Having filled up the traps, the gas rose further through neotectonic faults and fractures in the caps. In this way, deep gas can be released over a long period to accumulate in shallow Quaternary strata, including in permafrost [47]. Geochemical studies around some gas fields in northern West Siberia show that fluids of hydrocarbon gases from reservoirs can penetrate into shallow permafrost as vertical jets, even though the rocks usually are considered impermeable [62,63]. However, recent data confirm that permafrost is not always a tight barrier for natural gas [64–66]. Therefore, the classical idea that frozen ground would obstruct gas flow is valid only for low-temperature ice-rich permafrost. Experiments reveal greater permeability in warmer and saline permafrost [64] and ice [67], as well as increasing thermal deformation of gas-saturated permafrost [65]. Thus, the warming of permafrost in the gas provinces of northern West Siberia, under a combined action of heat flux from deep gas reservoirs and gas release from shallow permafrost, can produce additional gas migration pathways, as the permafrost becomes less dense and loses its sealing capacity.

3. Possible Shallow Factors in the Formation of Gas Emission Craters

Recent data reveal a number of features and patterns common to all, or at least several, known explosive gas emission event in the Arctic tundra of northern West Siberia [13,14,25]. The origin of gas emission craters has been explained by several models. Some are based on evidence from specific craters extrapolated to others already in existence and even future craters, while others aim to explain all known events of this kind.

Gas emission from permafrost, along with the ensuing crater formation, appears to have a certain combination of triggers, as well as several mechanisms that govern and maintain the process. The effect of each trigger and the contribution of each mechanism may change as a function of specific cryological conditions. We modeled the formation of a crater within a back-freezing talik to assess the case of the Erkuta crater in the Yamal Peninsula [26] and synthesized conceptual models of the causative gas accumulation under confining pressure [28]. However, not all craters are related to zones of gas accumulation in former sublake taliks, and those located on high terraces above the floodplain [29] require other explanations [30].
The craters outside floodplains and dry lakes, which were examined soon after their formation and prior to inundation, exposed underground ice down to the crater bottom [17,26,29]. They had cylindrical shapes with vertical walls, often pitted, and some even had cave-like off-shoots near the base of the ice [29,68].

According to classical views, ice-rich permafrost, with ice filling all pores and cracks, would be a good impermeable trap for gas of any origin; gas migration would be restricted to films of unfrozen water at the boundaries of sediment grains or ice crystals. Similarly, massive ice can also form ideal gas traps due to its rheological properties and ability to rapidly heal any defects that appear; gas migration through water films between ice crystals is minor and decreases with increasing ice crystal sizes. Therefore, the large bodies of massive ice can actually form huge impermeable confining beds and, at the same time, enclose gas traps in ice-free cavities.

Large cavities in ice can arise in different ways. Vertical cylindrical cavities form under the effect of gas fluids rising from subpermafrost reservoirs through fractures or faults [30]. Otherwise, cavities at the base of thick ice beds may result from ice melting by warm flows ascending from below and accommodate deep gas making a gas pocket. If the gas influx is moderate and the cap is solid enough, gas fluids can accumulate for a long time inside the cavity without leaving traces on the ground surface (heaving). However, such a slow process can abruptly turn to an irreversible catastrophic event under a combination of jointly arising triggers. The climate-driven warming of permafrost through the recent decades decreases its mechanical strength from above, while the permafrost base becomes ever shallower as a result of heat flow from underlying gas pools. The continuing accumulation of gas inside the cavity gradually increases pressure in the closed volume. The pressure release may be directed upwards, to the top of the ice bed top and overlying frozen ground, which becomes weaker and more susceptible to yielding due to heat coming simultaneously from above and below. The oval dimples in the ice walls of the crater (Figure 4b) may be due to uneven local ice melting while the gas pocket was forming.

Note that high heat flux leading to permafrost thaw from below may also come from an oil accumulation. The Yamal Peninsula is known to store large amounts of hydrocarbons, and the crater sites can lie over gas or oil reservoirs that maintain the upward heat flux [30].

Gas produced by the dissociation of metastable intrapermafrost gas hydrates triggered by higher local heat flux under the climate warming conditions may provide additional inputs to gas pockets in shallow permafrost at potential sites of explosive gas emission. The increase in the gas permeability of degrading permafrost, with ensuing decom- position of gas hydrates in degraded zones, has been confirmed experimentally [64,69]. Gas liberated from hydrates ascends through permafrost, as well as through cryopegs, thus creating domains saturated with gas and water. As proven by the experiments, metastable gas hydrates dissociate with even minor warming of zones of hydrate-bearing frozen sediments at low negative temperatures [54,70–72]. Northern West Siberia, including the Yamal Peninsula, has already experienced climatic warming events in the past: e.g., January temperatures in the Late Pleistocene and July temperatures in the Holocene at 67°–70° N were 4–5 °C higher than the respective present values [73], which apparently led to permafrost degradation. Therefore, it is reasonable to hypothesize that active gas emission from permafrost occurred in the past as well.

Intraperrmafrost cryopegs, which can be widely distributed in degrading and more permeable permafrost, can also be responsible for the large gas-filled cavities in underground ice. Depending on the brine-permafrost temperature difference, either the brine cools down to freezing at the permafrost interface or the ice melts and dilutes the cryopeg water. Cryopegs can migrate through permafrost and interact with ice in permeable zones produced by neotectonic deformation. Since ice and water have different specific volumes, ice interacting with saline water can melt locally and develop cavities that trap intrapermafrost and deep gas. Further pressure-driven expulsion of cryopegs causes expansion of
gas accumulations in the cavities, which may explain the origin of deep caves in the ice walls (Figure 3a) visible near the crater bottom [17,29].

In comparison, the development of caves in permafrost and the accumulation of gas may have additional anthropogenic causes associated with petroleum development along with an ensuing increase in rock stress and microseismicity.

The process of gas-filled cavity formation at the base of a ground ice body interacting with a cryopeg can develop in several stages (Figure 6). It begins with climate warming and degradation of permafrost (stage I) producing permeable zones conducive to migrating gas, which accumulates in shallow permafrost, including in cryopegs that interact with ground ice. Further degradation of permafrost and melting of ground ice interacting with cryopegs at stage II allow a cryopeg to intrude into the ice, while gas ascends through the permeable zone and saturates the cryopeg. At stage III, the ascending gas accumulates in the free space, that forms in the place of molten ice due to the difference in specific volumes between ice and water. The gas fluids include gas that is liberated by the dissociation of intrapermafrost gas hydrates and the component from cryopegs. As shown by experiments, metastable gas hydrates in permafrost can dissociate under thermal effects even at temperatures much below the melting point of pore ice [71]. Furthermore, experiments at negative temperatures reveal active decomposition of pore gas hydrates in permafrost, with the release of abundanthydrate-forming gas (methane) as salt moves from saline water into a frozen hydrate-bearing sample [72]. Note that the cryopegs may wander either due to higher permeability of degrading permafrost or to the expulsion of saline water from the cavity by increasing gas pressure. The gas pressure increases as a result of continuing influx of deep gas, as well as gas liberated from dissociating gas hydrates. The progressively more pressurized gas-filled cavity in the ice is subject to viscoplastic deformation and changes its shape and size (stage IV). Also, the size and surface area of cryopegs may increase as a result of permafrost warming and water inputs from melting ice and dissociating gas hydrates. Then further changes of the gas-filled cavity led to local deformation and heaving of the permafrost cap (stage V). Finally, the pressurized gas in the cavity breaks down the frozen cap, which has lost its mechanical strength, and releases explosively, whereby the surface caves in, forming a crater while fragments of permafrost and ice are ejected (stage VI).

Gas inputs through systems of vertical fractures and faults may continue after the eruption and crater formation. Correspondingly, gas of deep-seated origin (judging by its composition) may keep releasing through bottom sediments for some time, although the cap fragments sometimes partly block the conduits and obstruct gas flow [30].

It should be noted that the presented scheme of models does not reflect some important factors causing permafrost degradation and a crater’s formation. These factors are soil temperature increasing due to climatic changes and the thermal effect of deep oil and gas formations. However, we always refer to them at all discussed stages of our model as a constant background feature.
Figure 6. This history of a gas emission crater in shallow permafrost. (I): initiation of ice-cryopeg interaction and accumulation of gas rising through a permeable zone; (II): climate-driven active melting of ice and gas saturation of the thaw zone occupied by the cryopeg; (III): beginning of cavity formation in the thaw zone, with active ascent of gas fluids and wandering of intrapermafrost cryopegs; (IV): size and shape changes of the gas-filled cavity in ice under the effect of: increasing gas pressure, permafrost degradation, wandering of cryopegs, and dissociation of intrapermafrost gas hydrates; (V): further transformation of the gas-filled cavity and heaving; (VI): explosive gas emission, with formation of a crater and dispersal of ice and permafrost fragments. Dashed lines in all panels confine permeable zones; arrows show gas flow direction.

4. Conclusions

The huge gas emission craters recently discovered in the Arctic tundra of northern West Siberia are due not only to the active economic development of the area but also to global change, especially warming which leads to thawing of shallow permafrost and creates additional geocryological hazards. The craters form under a certain combination of cryological and geological conditions, in gas-saturated permafrost that encloses thick massive ground ice and cryopegs (intra- and subpermafrost lenses of saline cold water), in the presence of large gas fields and related ascending gas-water fluids. Such conditions exist currently in some areas of northern West Siberia (Yamal and Gydan peninsulas), but this...
combination of factors does not always occur elsewhere in the Arctic. Therefore, explosive gas release is not a ubiquitous phenomenon in the permafrost of Eurasia and North America. Such events also may have occurred in previous periods of climate warming in the geological past of northern West Siberia (e.g., Holocene), while the ancient craters apparently transformed into the round lakes frequently found in the Yamal Peninsula.

The study of permafrost and local geology in the area of recent crater C17 demonstrates that climate-driven processes in shallow permafrost affect the gas emission patterns and act jointly with the deep factors associated with permafrost history. The suggested conceptual formation models of gas emission craters provide clues to the causes and conditions responsible for the origin of gas-filled cavities in permafrost, to the role of massive ice and intrapermafrost cryopegs in the process, as well as to the potential of gas accumulation, including migration of deep gas and the dissociation of self-preserved metastable gas hydrates. The model also accounts for the role of warming in the deformation of permafrost and ground ice as a prerequisite for the failure of permafrost caps above gas pools and the formation of craters.

The gas emission craters in the Arctic permafrost originate in the presence of:
- gas-filled cavities in ground ice caused by climate warming;
- rich sources of gas that can migrate and accumulate under pressure in the cavities;
- intrapermafrost gas-water fluids that circulate more rapidly in degrading permafrost;
- weak permafrost caps over gas pools.

At the time being, no all-encompassing hypothesis has been proposed that explains all known cases of explosive gas emission in the Arctic permafrost. However, timely purposeful studies of new craters using test drilling down to the permafrost bottom may provide further insights into their formation mechanisms as a basis for prediction and mitigation of the hazard in the developed Arctic regions.
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